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This book covers research topics in bilingual education, language policies, language contact,
identity of bilingual speakers, early bilingualism, heritage languages, and more, and
provides an overview of current theory, research and practice in the field of bilingualism.
Each chapter is written by a specialist in the field. Part I focuses on the numerous and
heterogeneous relations between languages as well as the implications arising from
bilingual speech processing. In Part II, a series of contextualized studies on bilingual
classrooms are presented, with diverse research designs applied in different educational
settings being a key feature of these studies. Part III bridges theory and practice by offering
an insight into mono- and multilingual school settings showcasing examples of educational
institutions where bilingualism successfully soared and depicts the needs related to
language education.
Beginning with 1962, references are not limited to material in the English language.
Extracts from The Second Sex
Grand Dictionnaire Universel [du XIXe Siecle] Francais: A-Z 1805-76
Being a Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and Phrases and of Kindred Terms
Etymological, Historical, Geographical and Discursive
Negotiating Fictionality in Late Antique Latin Literature
Guide Pratique Des Éleveurs de Sangsues
Index Medicus
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Author and authorship have become increasingly important concepts in
Byzantine literary studies. This volume provides the first comprehensive
survey on strategies of authorship in Middle Byzantine literature and
investigates the interaction between self-presentation and cultural production
in a wide array of genres, providing new insights into how Byzantine
intellectuals conceived of their own work and pursuits.
Anders Cullhed’s study The Shadow of Creusa explores the early Christian
confrontation with pagan culture as a remote anticipation of many later
clashes between religious orthodoxy and literary fictionality. After a careful
survey of Saint Augustine’s critical attitudes to ancient myth and poetry,
summarized as a long drawn-out farewell, Cullhed examines other Late
Antique dismissals as well as appropriations of the classical heritage.
Macrobius, Martianus Capella and Boethius figure among the Late Antique
intellectuals who attempted to save or even restore the old mythology by
means of allegorical representation. On the other hand, pious poets such as
Paulinus of Nola and Bible epic writers such as Iuvencus or Avitus of Vienne
turned against pagan lies, and the mighty arch-bishop of Milan, Saint
Ambrose, played off unconditional Christian truth against the last Roman
strongholds of cultural pluralism. Thus, The Shadow of Creusa elucidates a
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cultural conflict which was to leave traces all through the Middle Ages and
reach down to our present day.
Approaching Religious Transformations from Archaeology, History and
Classics
Bibliotheca Sinica
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
Dictionary Catalogue of the Byzantine Collection of the Dumbarton Oaks
Research Library, Washington, D.C.
Optical Gyros and Their Application
G.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
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ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
This classic sociological examination of art as collective
action explores the cooperative network of suppliers,
performers, dealers, critics, and consumers who—along with
the artist—"produce" a work of art. Howard S. Becker looks
at the conventions essential to this operation and,
prospectively, at the extent to which art is shaped by this
collective activity. The book is thoroughly illustrated and
updated with a new dialogue between Becker and eminent
French sociologist Alain Pessin about the extended social
system in which art is created, and with a new preface in
which the author talks about his own process in creating
this influential work.
1863
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"Spongy, Slimy, Cosy & More" - Commemorative Volume in
Celebration of the 60th Birthday of Joachim Reitner
Encyklopädisches französisch - deutsches und
deutschfranzösisches wörterbuch enthaltend unter anderem für
beide sprachen ...
Reactionary Nationalists, Fascists and Dictatorships in the
Twentieth Century
Against Democracy
Self-Translations of a Discipline
La liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en langue
française dans le monde. La liste des éditeurs et la liste des
collections de langue française.
“Like man, woman is a human being.” When The Second Sex was first
published in Paris in 1949—groundbreaking, risqué, brilliantly written
and strikingly modern—it provoked both outrage and inspiration. The
Independent Woman contains three key chapters of Beauvoir’s
masterwork, which illuminate the feminine condition and identify
practical social reforms for gender equality. It captures the essence
of the spirited manifesto that switched on light bulbs in the heads of
a generation of women and continues to exert profound influence on
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feminists today.
Barrier Island Visitor Center
Adhesion between polymers and concrete / Adhésion entre polymères et
béton
25th Anniversary edition, Updated and Expanded
The Independent Woman
Art Worlds
L'explorateur

Preface Adhesion is a phenomenon architects and civil engineers are not
very familiar with. In other disciplines knowledge about surface properties
and the background of bonding energies is also far from satisfactory;
nevertheless there are many important· applications in concrete
engineering, where adhesion is necessary for success and durability. These
include: - coating and painting - repair of concrete surfaces - bonding of
fresh to old concrete - crack injection - glueing of precast elements - glueing
of steel to concrete, etc. In 1981 RILEM established the technical committee
52-RAC 'Resin Adherence to Concrete'. The main aims of the committee's
work were - to collect research results and practical experiences - to initiate
and coordinate research programs - to develop, on a scientific base, test
methods for field and for laboratory purposes. One of the results of the
committee's work is a state-of-the-art report, which will be presented orally
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as a General Report at the International Symposium ISAP '86, and will be
printed either in the RILEM journal Materials and Structures or separately.
Several test recommendations have been elaborated and will be prepared as
drafts for the participants ofISAP '86. These are: - direct tensile test - pull-off
test - direct shear test - slant shear test - four-point bending test - dynamic
loading test - thermal compatibility test (two versions) - injectibility test.
Art historians have been facing the challenge – even from before the advent
of globalization – of writing for an international audience and translating
their own work into a foreign language – whether forced by exile, voluntary
migration, or simply in order to reach wider audiences. Migrating Histories of
Art aims to study the biographical and academic impact of these selftranslations, and how the adoption and processing of foreign-language texts
and their corresponding methodologies have been fundamental to the
disciplinary discourse of art history. While often creating distinctly
"multifaceted" personal biographies and establishing an international
disciplinary discourse, self-translation also fosters the creation of instances
of linguistic and methodological hegemony.
Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen
Treaty Series / Recueil Des Traites
A Cumulative Author List Representing Library of Congress Printed Cards and
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Titles Reported by Other American Libraries
Bonding · Protection · Repair / Revêtement · Protection · Réparation
Assateague Island National Seashore, Maryland and Virginia
Dictionnaire universel de la langue française, avec la prononciation figurée

This book provides a comparative study of fascisms and reactionary
nationalisms. It presents these as transnational political cultures and
examines the dictatorships and regimes in which these cultures played
significant roles. The book is organised into three main sections, focusing on
nationalists, fascists and dictatorships in turn. The chapters range across
French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and German experiences, and include a
broader overview of the political cultures in Central and Eastern Europe as
well as Latin America. The chapters consider the identities, organizations and
evolution of the various cultures and specific political movements, alongside
the intersections between these movements and how they adapted to
changing contexts. By doing so, the book offers a global view of fascisms and
reactionary nationalisms, and promotes debate around these political
cultures.
This volume contains papers presented in part at a symposium held in May
2012 at Göttingen University, to honour Professor Joachim Reitner for his
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numerous contributions to the fields of geobiology, geology, and
palaeontology. Our present volume reflects the breadth of Reitner's interests
and accomplishement with tributes and research or review papers by his
students, former students, collaborators, and friends. The symposium was
held in conjunction with Joachim Reitner's 60th birthday. This work was
published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons
license permitting commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's
license are retained by the author or authors.
The Shadow of Creusa
Dictionnaire bibliographique des ouvrages relatifs à l'Empire chinois
Les Livres disponibles
The Author in Middle Byzantine Literature
Nature
Index to Dental Literature
The Lived Ancient Religion project has radically changed perspectives on ancient religions
and their supposedly personal or public character. This volume applies and further develops
these methodological tools, new perspectives and new questions. The religious
transformations of the Roman Imperial period appear in new light and more nuances by
comparative confrontation and the integration of many disciplines. The contributions are
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written by specialists from a variety of disciplinary contexts (Jewish Studies, Theology,
Classics, Early Christian Studies) dealing with the history of religion of the Mediterranean,
West-Asian, and European area from the (late) Hellenistic period to the (early) Middle Ages
and shaped by their intensive exchange. From the point of view of their respective fields of
research, the contributors engage with discourses on agency, embodiment, appropriation and
experience. They present innovative research in four fields also of theoretical debate, which
are “Experiencing the Religious”, “Switching the Code”, „A Thing Called Body“ and
“Commemorating the Moment”.
This book unravels some of the complex factors that allowed or hampered the presence of
(certain aspects of) Buddhism in the regions to the north and the east of India, such as
Central Asia, China, Tibet, Mongolia, or Korea.
General Catalogue of Printed Books to 1955
Hobson-Jobson
Sachs-Villatte enzyklopädisches französisch-deutsches und deutsch-französisches
wörterbuch: t. Deutsch-französisch
Lived Religion in the Ancient Mediterranean World
Migrating Histories of Art
The Podostemaceae of the New World
Vols. 54-57 include section "Kartographischer Monatsbericht von Hermann
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Haack" (title varies) v. 1-4, 1906-11.
Grand Dictionnaire Universel [du XIXe Siecle] Francais: (1.)-2.
supplement.1878-90?
Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library,
1911-1971
Le moniteur de l'armée
Arts & Humanities Citation Index
Current Research in Bilingualism and Bilingual Education
French books in print
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